
 

Shock Latch Invention In Search of Licensee 
 

An innovative new product designed to serve an important function for any product that 

deploys shock absorbers, the Shock Latch, has been developed by inventor Kelvin Moorer 

of Detroit, Michigan. The invention’s proprietary design and features help ensure that 

hydraulic shock absorbers have unparalleled protection and support. 

 

Hydraulic shock absorbers are a critical component of a wide variety of products. As such, 

their preservation and protection are critical to insuring the overall long-term preservation 

whatever item it is utilized on. Without the proper support, however, hydraulic shock 

absorbers can easily become damaged over time, leading to potential malfunction and 

subsequent expense for the owner of the vehicle, boat or other product where the absorbers 

are used. 

 

To this end, Mr. Moorer has created the Shock Latch. The Shock Latch will provide 

hydraulic shock absorbers with the necessary protection to prevent wear and tear. The 

product props and secures hydraulic shock absorbers on car hoods, hatch backs or another 

piece of machinery or equipment that deploy them. Additionally, the Shock Latch will be 

made available in a wide variety of sizes and lengths to facilitate the differently-sized shock 

absorbers currently available on the market. Furthermore, the product will securely and 

snugly attach to a shock absorber, insuring it can carry out its intended function 

successfully. Moreover, the Shock Latch will be made from durable materials and will be 

competitively priced, adding to its appeal. 

 

Mr. Moorer now seeks a third party licensee to manufacture, market, and distribute the 

product for him under a royalty agreement. Potential licensees in the shock absorber 

accessories industry are currently being targeted as candidates to eventually commercialize 

the Shock Latch on a worldwide basis. 

 

In August 2016, Mr. Moorer contracted Miami, Florida-based invention assistance leader 

Write Concepts™ to represent the Shock Latch to potential licensees for a 2 year period. 

Potential licensees interested in obtaining more information about the Shock Latch and 

discussing licensing opportunities with respect to the product can contact Juan Carlos 

Blanco of Write Concepts™ at (305) 255-3662 ext. 2231 or through 

writeconceptsinc@gmail.com.  
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